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Gilkey Discusses
Values Received
From College Life

LAW RENCE

O/i College Values

“Education Is Develop
ment of Capacities*’
Sa\s University Dean
By Gordon Shurtleff
'Education is more than the
learning of things; it is a develop
ment of capacities.” said the Rev.
Charles W. Gilkey, dean of the
Chapel of the University of Chica
go. at the Lawrencs convocation
religious service on Monday, Feb
ruary 13.
“I now realize." said Dean Gi l 
key, “that if I were to be put un
der examination for the courses I
took while in college, the belting
is very good that I would flunk
every single one of them, for ev
DEAN C. W. G ILK EY
erything I knew has turned into
Like Carbon from a tree
the ashes of memory. And yet that
college education has proved in 
valuable. It is true that I have for
gotten most of what I have learn
ed and I have lost most of the
J
capacities which I so painstakingly
develoDcd.”
Vital Things are Intangible
Dean Gilkey expressed the view
that often the most important
things in life arc not easy to say,
and thus is it that many people are
unable to tell the exolicit values
Religion (»roup Has First
they received from college. He be
lieves the biggest thing college
Meeting of Second
gave him was the knowledge of
the diiference between what is
Semester
most imoortant and what Is second
Using
the
analogy of modern
or third in importance. This re
alization came to him manv years bridges, which arc made of finer,
after he had left college far be lighter, stronger steel than thf old
hind. although he feels he got *11
largely from the atmosphere of the ones, the Rev. Charles W. Gilkey,
D. D.. dean of the Chapel of the
place
W illiam James was one of Dean University of Chicago, lectured
G il key's college teachers and gave Sunday night on modern ethics ; ,.d
him an outstanding college ex religion. His speech was given lor
perience And yet Dr. Gilkov said. the first meeting of this semester
“What can I remember of W illiam of the University of Life which
Jame> classes? Very little, for it met at the First Methodist church.
is gone, but as long as I live I | Modern bridges can close larger
shall bp a different man In mv gaps across the waters and carry
outlook on life because I lived, loads. Dean Gilkey pointed out.
breathed, moved in the carbon just a>- modern religion and ethics
laden attnosoherc that this great must. Some of our older creeds, he
said, are not strong enough to car
teacher created.”
ry the load of modern life and are.
Likens Life to Tree
Doan Gilkey likened human lives therefore, self-destructive.
The ethics and religion of Jesus,
and exnerienges to a tree, whose
roots, the obvious features, seem as expressed in the teachings “Love
of greatest importance, a n d yet thy neighbor as thyself” were not
whose real importance is found in overladen with many details, he
the invisible carbon of its leaves. added.
Next Sunday the session will be
“Certain of our elements or char
acteristics are as obvious as the gin at 7 p. m. at the First Metho
roots of the tree, and some are dist church with a worship ser
even more subtle than the at vice. At the conclusion of this ser
mosphere Yet it is tho obvious vice the various groups will meet
things which are temporary and separately until 8:30 p. m. Father
the subtle which are inconspicuous Gerard will speak to the group dis
cussing the beliefs of various
and yet permanent.”
He believes this has an impor churches on the subject of “Cath
tant application to present day olicism". The social and economics
democracy, and told of a survey groups, whose Round Table at the
conducted among college students. Congregational church. Included
This survey revealed that over a in the Round Table will be repre
fourth understood very little what sentatives of the Jewish. Catholic,
is involved and implied in democ and Protestant faiths.
racy and that the other threefourths thought of democracy as u
slogan —never realizing or under
standing that democracy is a difli-

Dean Gilkey Gives
Lecture on Ethics,
Religion at Life 11.

Turn to Page 8

B illlllio a r d —
Thursday. Feb. 16 — Artist ser
ies — A Cappella choir
Saturday, Feb. 18 — Basketball
—Beloit here
Sigma Alpha Iota informal
party
Sigma Phi Epsilon sleigh ride
Delta Gamma — Alpha Chi
Omega sport dance
Wednesday, Feb. 22 — Best-lov
ed banquet
Thursday, Feb. 23 — Basketball
—Kipon there
Saturday, Feb. 25 — All College
dance
Friday. Mar. 3 — Basketball —
Kipon here
Saturday, Mar. 4 — Sage for
mal
Tuesday, Mar 7 — Alum ni fornum —-Conservatory
Wednesday. Mar. 8 — Artist ser
ies— Symphony concert
Saturday, Mar. 11 — Kappa A l
pha Theta — Alpha Delta Pi
sport dance

T h u rsd a y , F ebruary 16, 1 9 3 9
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Temple Plays A Cappella Choir Directed by
Iliterfraternity DeanCarl WatermantoAppear
Ball Feb. 25 On the Artist Series Tonight
Tom Temple and his orchestra,
favorite Lawrence campus band,
will provide the rhythmic back
ground for Lawrence’s annual Intorfraternity ball on
Saturday,
February 25, it w a s announced
yesterday by Bob Stocker, student
social chairman. A special set of
decorations featuring canhpus fra
ternity crests is being planned for
the gala affair which will be hold
at the Alexander gymnasium.
Temple’s featured vocalist, Harriet C’leland. will be on hand to
sing Lawrence socialites’ favorite
tunes which dancers may select
from the unusually large repertoire of the popular band. Lawrentians will remember Temple’s unusual arrangements of “classic”
jazz numbers from his appearance
at the Homecoming convocation
in the fall.
Guests who have been invited to
attend include President and Mrs.
Thomas N. Barrows. Dean and Mrs.
John S. Millis,. Miss Ruth Cope.
Dean and Mrs. Carl Waterman, and
Mr. and Mrs. W illiam Buchanan.

Law'roncc A Cappella choir will
appear in the fourth of this sea
son’s Artist Series tonight in the
college chapel. Under the direction
of Doan Carl J. Waterman, this
group of 70 voices will present a
program of religious, secular and
operatic music.
The college choir has attained a
high place among university choirs
throughout tho nation, and as
j
Noble Cain, eminent composer, d i
rector of tho Chicago A Canpella
,
choir, choral director of N, B C.,
W’rote of the group: “The Lawrence
[
college choir stands in my mind
as one of the bettor A Cappolla
|
choirs of tho country
Although
it is essentially a college organi
|
zation and. as such, draws its mem
]
bership from a student body
which must, by tho nature of
things, change almost every year,
the fact remains that the choir has
accomplished something of a tour
do force in its application of a
cappella principles to its perfor
mances. I must say that they do
their director. Carl Waterman, real
DEAN CARL WATERMAN
and justifiable credit.”
The
‘Judge’
Directs
Reduction In Personnel
Seven ISew Students
Tho selection of tho personnel
Register for Second
for this year represents a dra«tie
, reduction in numbers from the
Semester; 23 Drop
! original group of students, n u m
bering approximately two hundred,
Only 23 students enrolled last ;
who tried out last fall and have
semester have failed to register
been practicing in the freshman
for the current semester, according
and senior choirs during tho year.
to figures released by the registrar.
There will bo a further selection
In tho lirst semester of this year "Kind T.adv' Adapted to n.ade before tho spring tour
653 students were enrolled. Thus
In his choice of program mater
Stage by Edward
far there have been seven new
ial for this season’s concert. Doan
students registered, and 23 have
Waterman has achieved a greater
Ch dorov
dropped.
variety than ever before. A special
Tho mortality rate for this year
feature will include a »»roup of
By Anne Blakeman
is bolow that of most years. Last
Hugh Walpole’s story has been songs of semi-popular nature such
year’s enrollment figures showed
i as “When Dav is Done”, “Old Man
a drop of 35 students for the sec adapted for stage production by River", and “Old Black Joe". Ming
ond semester with 681 registered Edw’ard Chodorov, and appears as in modern symphonic arrange
for the first semester and 643 for "Kind Lady". Lawrence and A p ments which are rapidly gaining in
tlu> following period. The average pleton theater-goers will be offered popularity throughout v a r i o u s
drop in enrollment for the second an entirely new sensation of mys radio programs.
semester has been about 40 stu tery and suavety in this next all
Choruses Included
dents.
In addition to groups of tho tra
college production directed by F.
Theodore Cloak. Woven around the ditional sacred motets, secular oart
songs, and negro spirituals. Doan
Sunset Initiates 9
gentleness of "Be Kind Lady” and Waterman is including a groun of
the
beauty
of
her
home
is
psycho
At Recent Meeting
choruses from Saint-Saen’s “Sam 
logically abnormal fascination of son and Delilah”, the Polovot^'an
Nine students recently elected
a brutallly clever family. Money dances and chorus from Borodin’s
by Sunset to its membership were
initiated on Tuesday evening at is the aim. but individual charact “Prince Igor”, and the finale from
the Little Theatre. The program erization intense upon thp object the “Gondoliers” by Gilbert and
included, besides the formal in i leads to more drastic results than Sullivan.
The choir is composed of the fol
tiation. a bit of horse plav in the mere robbery.
Audience reac'ion can bo pre lowing students:
form of mock trials for the in iti
Soprano: Betty Burger. Carmen
dicted, as emphatic response to the
ates and refreshments.
Ruth
Those initiated were Joe Dass- ! reading rids the heart of bitter Campbell, Janet Flewell.
ing. Keith McClatchie. Glen Lock- ! hatred and pity. There is a defi Glass, Marie Illingworth. Harriet
cry. Mary Christine Cox, Howard nite build for a horrible climax, Peterman. Vivian Stewart, KathLehner, Bob Suettinger, Gordon and long suspense provided for rvn Tuchschcrer, Mary Voocks,
Robbins. Bill Hirst and Jim Orwig those intent upon the movement. Victoria Roineck. Anno Bli^opian.
Jack Wachter and Dave Aldrich Action called for is subtle: there Janet Blumor, Marcella H a h n ,
who were also elected to mom- appear small segments within the Ruth Mewaldt. Harietto Peters,
borshin wore unable to attend tho development which tend to twist Jean Ridgwav. Barbari Rounds,
the reason. Those who will see Bettv Schoonmaker. Andrea Steph
initiation.
“Kind Lady” will sit forw’ard. enson.
Alto: Mary Christine Cox. Mur
breathless in the fever of excite
ment of tho clover plot woven be iel Egnelland. Dorothv Flitcroft,
fore Ihem. Restraint marks a defi Ruth Marie Iwen. Jano Porter,
nite note to the color of the dra Ruth Ragland. RaMona Roehl Bet«
ma. yet humor is not forgotten. tylou Scandling, Margaret Banta,
There is nothing to be anticipated Patricia Guenther Betty Johnson,
from such a play, for it is a cer Barbara Lester. Marjorie Patter
remember.” said ho to us. “when tainty that no one in one’s ac son. Leone Peters. Florette Zuelke.
Tenor: William Dutchcr. Goorge
Mark Twain made a speech in a quaintance has undergone such an
town and told the people all about experience as has the “Kind Lady”. Gmeinor. Albert Haak. W illiam
their sewer pipes?" We didn’t, but The Lady is not emotionally weak, Hogue. Glen Lockery. Charles Vau♦hat disposed of chapel very nicely. for members of the audience, as Dell, Robert Wilson, Robert Arndt,
Ho told us about our having to go well as she. will be held by the
Turn to Page 7
to Chapel twice a week. Now. at intrigue of new development.
Cornell, there are five chapel pro
grams a week, each opening with Form Fine Arts Club
Today
a hvmn. Boys and girls, who are
At Lawrence College A Cappella Choir to
we to kick?
Twenty-eight Lawrence college
Present Annual Con
Mort is a history major and still
cert
Page 1
has a two point average. He too, students have organized a Fine Arts
club
for
promotion
of
the
study
of
Dean
Gilkey Discusses
suffers through education classes,
Values of College
Page 1
planning on teaching history soon. architecture and art in and around
Tom Temple to Play at
And then he's going to be a lawyer Appleton.
Their first activity was to visit the
Interfraternity Ball
—ho hopes—someday. If oratorical
February 25
Page t
ability is any prediction of a good Institute of Paper Chemistry for in 
Gilkey Speaks to Uni
lawyer, all he’ll need for success is spection of the offices, finished in
versity of Life
Page 2
a Lawrence handbook. The debate California redwood and other inter
Society
Page 3
team at Cornell, of which he is an esting woods.
The club, which has no officers
Vikes to Meet Beloit
integral part, is traveling to New
examined
th e
Saturday Night
Page 5
Orleans to debate both there and or constitution,
Chine.se art collection at the home
Editorials
Page 4
at towns along the way.
In Case of Fire Play Hide,
Mert plays a good game of ten of Miss La Tourette Stockwell, in 
Seek the Fire Escape
nis. Incidentally, while he was here structor in English, Wednesday. Vis
Gov Heil Raps Stupid Oleo
he beat a local handball expert at its to paper mills and inspections of
art collections In other homes in this
Law
vicinity are planned.
Turn to Page 3

Holds Baton

Cloak to Present
Play by Walpole

Quiet, ResenW , Kinda ShyMeri Sells Self to Laureine

By Grada De More
“Wo knew him when—” and he
hasn’t changed very much. Quiet,
reserved, and kinda shy—we hate
to give Merton McKenry away to
such a sophisticated college atmospere. but these are
facts. He
drinks milk for nourishment, cokes
for pleasure, tea under pressure of
convention, a n d doesn’t smoke.
What’s more—as a convocation
speaker, he’s tops! Besides describi n g the beauties of "College at
Cornell", he gave us renewed faith
in the power of a student convoca
tion to listen to the speaker instead
of to the person next to him.
Mixing the psychological princi
ples of sustained attention with
Mark Twain, he did the remark
able. He produced order from even
the rough-house-boys in front of
us. Yes. actually they were afraid
of missing something if they didn’t
listen. He showed us that the un
usual may be ourselves; and as for
the handbook idea, he thought aft
erwards that we knew all about
the Mark Twain angle. “Don’t you

—

Page Two

Institute Chemist
Isolates Lignin
J . K. Brauns Announces
('diminution of Many
^ ears Work
In a short article in the “Paper
Trade Journal" of January 5, an
nouncement is made of the suc
cessful culmination of many years’
work by Dr. F. E. Brauns, research
associate and instructor in lignin
chemistry at the Institute of Paper
Chemistry, which has led to the
isolation of lignin as it occurs in
wood.
Investigators have been trying
in solve the “lignin problem" for
the last fifty years, but up to the
present time no one had succeed
ed in isolating lignin without using
such strong acid or alkali reagents
that it was changed from its na
tive state. As a result there have
been widely differing theories as
to its constitution and properties,
some investigators even claiming
lhat it is only a by-product formed
during the attempt to isolate it.
According to the article, the pure
or native lignin has been at last
successfully isolated without the
use of acid or alkaline reagents
which would destroy its natural
properties. This contribution to
ncience, like most of the research
work carried out at the Institute
of Paper Chemistry, should be of
great importance not only to
“pure” chemistry but also to “ap
plied" chemistry as it relates to
1he paper industry, because lignin
has always been a waste product.
Lignin is a compound which is of
Croat interest to every pulp m anu
facturer. since wood, which is to
day the raw material for practically all of the so-called chemical
pulps, is composed of approximate
ly equal parts of cellulose, the ma
terial actually present in pulp, and
of lignin <and other materials)
which must be removed before a
satisfactory pulp can be produced.
At the present time practically all
of this lignin is a waste material,
t«nd only a small amount is used
in the manufacture of vanillin, as
n road binder, as a tanning mater
ial. and as a source of yeast. The
successful solution to the problem
».f utilizing lignin would mean a
tremendous source of Income for
pulp mills. In order to achieve this
coal, much must be known about
the nature of lignin.
Dr. Brauns joined the staff of
the Institute of Paper Chemistry
in 1935. coming here from McGill
university
in Montreal.
Before
leaving Germany in 1930, he work
ed under Dr. Emil Fischer for sev«ral years. The latter was one of
the world’s best - known organic
chemists, and until his death had
chosen Dr. Brauns to do research
work with him in his laboratories
nt the University of Berlin.

Warren Beck Speaks
On American Drama
Before W oman's Group
Speaking on the subject of con
temporary American drnmn. W ar
ren Beck, professor of English,
gave another of his series of lec
tures Thursday morning at First
Congregational church under the
auspice? of Circle 1 and 2 of the
Woman’s association of the church.
He pointed out that the two dec
ades since the World war had w it
nessed a genuine renaissance in
the American theater, led by Eu
gene O'Neill and shared in by a
group of playwrights whose ac
complishments have some real
value.
Mr. Beck went on to note the
trend of native American drama
toward more significant substance,
a more subtle style*and the emer
gence of such writers as Philip
Barry, Maxwell Anderson. Robert
Sherwood. Sidney Howard. S. N
Rehrman. E l m e r
Rice. Geotgc
Kaufman and Clitford Odets.
Making allowances for the nat
ural and circumstantial limitations
of the contemporary the-ater, the
lecturer statenl the need for fur
ther advance in the arts of playwriting and acting, and described
the direction-such advance might
take.
The lecture was the first in a
neries on
"The
Contemporary
American Drama.” The second will
be devoted to the work of Robert
E Sherwood and S. N. Behrman.
and the third, to the work of Philip
Barry and Clifford Odets.
Dartmouth college has purchased
■ portable sawmill to cut the half
m illion feet of wood accumulated
«Hiring hurricane reclamation ac
tivities.

THE

Lawrentian E d i t o r s
Announce Tryouts for
Reportorinl Positions

LAWRENTIAN

Choir Pianist

Second semester tryouts for stu
dents interested in working on the
I.awrentian staffs will begin next
week.
Aspirants f o r
positions
should apply at the Lawrentian
i office on Friday afternoon between
2 p. m. and 3 p. m. or on Saturday
; morning between 9 a. m. and II
a. m. Any students unable to ap
ply at one of these times may sig
nify his intention by contacting the
Lawrentian editors.

Students’ Opinion
Parallels Nation’s
College Survey Shows
dose Similarity With
Gallup Poll

Donald Gerlach (above) will ac
company the Lawrence college A
Capella choir in its final group of
operatic selections at its concert in
That the average American stu Memorial chapel tonight. This is
dent’s trend of thoughts runs paral Gerlaclt’s fourth season as choir ac
lel to public opinion in at least one companist.
way is shown by a comparison of
polls taken by the American Insti
tute of Public Opinion and the Stu Cummings Speaks
dent Surveys of America. At the
On Pan-American
same time the Surveys have receiv
ed their first test of accuracy.
Problems to Group
During the period from December
Pan-American
collective security
to January President Roosevelt’s
popularity increased, both scientific based on the Monroe Doctrine was
sampling organizations show, and presented as the ideal to be striven
their figures come within two- for in these unsettled times by
tenths of one per cent of each other. Richard Cummings, assistant pro
fessor of history at Lawrence col
Increases shown by the polls are:
lege, in a talk on the Monroe Doc
American Institute . 2.5 percent
trine before the Pan-American
Student Surveys . . . 2.7 percent
The rise in the President’s popu league Monday afternoon at the
larity, Dr. George Gallup explains, home of Mrs. T. E. Orbison.
Drawing an analogy between the
is due to his activities in world af
fairs during the time rather than problems confronting the United
more controversial domestic mat States 113 years ago when the
ters. Students have b«?en found Monroe Doctrine was formulated,
more in favor of the President than and the situation today, the speak
er pointed out that the war which
the general public. The comparison
throws some light upon the accur began in 1914 was not the only
acy of the Student Opinion Surveys, world war. for the Napoleonic wars
organized in January with the Law which raged from 1795 to 1815.
rentian as one of the cooperating with the exception of two years of
peace, were also world wars. When
college newspapers.
Another check on the Surveys at Vienna a peace treaty was
was made when two polls were tak drawn up, the current thought
en on different months, using dif was absolutism, he said, not de
ferent groups of .students, with the mocracy as at Versailles 100 years
same question, “Would you like to later, but. he continued, like the
see Roosevelt run for a third term’’” treaty of Versailles it was success
ful only on paper. Cummings told
The results:
(
of the revolts in Greece, Spain and
December, yes . . . 27.2 percent
Portugal in the interests of de
January, yes ....... 27.2 percent
Although the closeness of the fig mocracy which were put down.
ures does not constitute a test of the Spain during the conflict had lost
cross-section of students being used, her colonics, and when the ques
it does point out that the size of the tion arose whether the absolutist
sample being interviewed has ap governments should help her win
parently reached “stability,” or, is them back, whether ships should
be sent to the new democratic gov
large enough.
ernments on this side of the water
Nearly three thousand students
to coerce them to return to the
of all geographical sections, eco rule of Spain, the Monroe Doc
nomic levels, ages, and other clas trine was promulgated.
sifications. are personally inter
A more constructive policy than
viewed for each poll, thus repre , the old one of intervention has
senting the opinions of the 1.300,been developing, the speaker stat
000 American collegians. The For ed. a realization of the necessity
tune poll, which predicted Roose for joint responsibility. The idea
velt’s reelection with almost per of collective action has been profect accuracy, finds it possible to , motcd more and more in the Paninterview only 4,500 persons with American conferences, with* a de
similar scientific methods to find claration of continental solidarity
the opinions of 75,000,000 adults.
against outside interference.

Collegiate Digest
Book on Booth's Life
Sets Deadline for
Is In Rental Library
Photograph Contest One of the most fascinating books
With collegiate amateur photo j that has been published on the life
graphs on college and university of Lincoln is the new one which
campuses in all sections of the I has just been placed on the Rent
U. S. taking and developing prize- al Shelf. It is called The Man Who
winning snapshots for Collegiate Killed Lincoln, by Phillip Stern.
Digest’s second annual Salon Edi |It is the brilliant ytudy of the
tion, students are reminded that mind of an assassin. One wonders
they have until March 1 to submit as he reads the book why John
i Wilkes Booth would sacrifice his
their entries.
The only national photographic ‘ career, his fame, the love of wom
competition for student and facul en, his family, and his mother to
ty amateur photographers, the Col |kill Abraham Lincoln. This book
legiate Digest contest will
give is a story worth reading.
ca^h prizes and nationwide recog
nition to the winners of this year's
contest.
Special divisions have been set
up for the contest, including still
life, scenes, action and candid
For
photos, portraits, and a special di
vision on college life to award re
Picture Framing
cognition to those photos which
and
cannot be entered in any of the
first four divisions. Send all en
Instrument
tries. together with complete tech
Repairing
nical data about each to: Salon
Editor, Collegiate Digest Section.
We have Miccesafnlly §e*vee
323 Fawkes Building, Minneapolis,
Lawrence for 50 years and «till
Minn.
maintain this excellent service

Koletzke's

A Cappella Tonight

I . G . M O H R , Piano Tuner
P IA N O T E C H N IC IA N fo r

Lawrence College and Conservatory for more than N years

Thursday, February 16, 1939

'Judge’ Waterman Turns 70
Collegians Into Musicians
A rather unimposing group of
collegians, in shirt sleeves and sus
penders, sweaters and skirts, ga
loshes and dirty oxfords, scram
bled to the stage in the recital
room at Peabody hall. They were
chattering and laughing as if it
were a picnic.
And then an energetic, gray
haired man with a bristling gray
mustache waved his baton, and
there was music that sounded as
if it came from heaven.
In rehearsal the a cappella choir
of some 70 voices is not the digni
fied organization it is when it
gives its finished performance, but
if you close your eyes, the music
sounds just as sweet.
At least it does to the ordinary
layman. To Carl J. Waterman, dean
of the Lawrence Conservatory of
Music and director of the choir
which he has made famous, there
are still sour notes and delicate
differences of shading which must
be taken care of before the choir
presents its annual concert Feb
ruary 16 at Lawrence Memorial
chapel.
An example of his painstaking
efforts to make the songs as near
ly perfect as possible was his at
titude last Thursday night when
the choir rehearsed “Old Man R iv
er," one of the semi-popular num 
bers on the program this year.
“All right, let’s put something
into this,” he said. “Sing it as if
you really liked It.**
They did. They sang it with all
their heart and soul. Robert Vansclow sings the solo parts, and does
it with such fervor that he really
sounds like a Mississippi darky

pondering on the mysteries of the
great river.
The whole thing sounded as per
fect as human beings could ever
sing it. But although there was a
gleam of satisfaction in his eyes as
he directed, Dean Waterman’s com
ment when they finished was*terse.
“Sing that a few more times and
it will be all right," he said shortly.
Judge Works Hard
It must be difficult for the
Judge, as Dean Waterman is
known affectionately by his chor
isters, to keep quiet when t h e
choir presents its public concerts.
At rehearsals, although he is al
most wearing himself out with *his
vigorous directing, turning his eyes
now to the notes, now to the var
ious sections of the singers, he still
finds time to call out a variety of
timely suggestions.
“S o f t e r , s o f t e r . " “Sh-sh-sh."
"Watch that rhythm!" “Come on,
you basses.” ‘Don't you know the
wordr yet?" “Come on. loosen up,
you’re savages, not ladies"
The last remark was addressed to
his soprano and alto sections;
whose rendition of the Polovetzian
dances and chorus from Borodin's
“Prince Igor" was not wildly
primitive enough to suit the keen
ear of the Judge.
Lets Them Relax
Several times during a rehearsal
he stops to let his. singers relax,
and the artists become again a
bunch of n o i s y
Lawrentian*,
scampering over the recital hall
and stage till he calls them back
Turn to Page
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Valentine Parties Put Dent
Into Last Week's Calendar
But It’s the Alums' Turn Now
ID YOU EVER STOP t o R E A LIZE what a great part of your lives
is regulated by little bells? Well, it’s no lie! What wakes you up in
the morning? Don’t say the room-mate—that doesn’t fit in with
the theme of things. And furthermore, what sends us gaily on our way
to the inner sanctums of old Main hall? Nothing but a bell. Again it is
the lowly bell which releases the spring which sends us bolting out of
the class-room and rushing back for meals. Then there are the bills that
come at the first of the month, (that must have been a typographical er
ror) and fire-bells, sleigh-bells (the kind that was silenced this past
week-end by inclement weather), cow-bells, and wedding bells. Are we
conditioned like Pavlov’s dogs? Are we going to allow ourselves to be
pushed around by a little bell all our lives? Let’s stick up for our rights
and do a little bell-ringing on our own this weekend just to show who’s
master around here.
On Saturday, February 18, the
Delta Gammas and Alpha Chis
Kemp 1 eloz, Yolanda
will get together at the Little
Out but Frolic in
gym. It's to be a sport dance,
scheduled for any time after the
The music won’t be Kemp’s,
basketball game. Mary Voecks and
and your partner won’t be a
Elaine Buesing are in charge.
Veloz or Yolanda, but after all.
Margaret Parish of Madison was
pledged to Alpha Chi Omega on
there will be a Frolic tomorrow
Sunday, February 12.
night so we'll be seem* ya there.
A Hell-uva-week
First in the hell-uva-week pro
ceedings are the Kappa Deltas, put on the evening when the danc
who put their pledges under or ers moved on to the fraternity
ders on Friday. February 10. That
may explain the Charlie McCar house for coffee and cakes and the
thies and Teddy Bears attending always-pleasant fraternity singing
during the hour from twelve to
classes these last few days!
The Kappa Delta Valentine Par one.
Among the alums present at the
ty was quite a scene — with the
pledges all dressed un as valen formal were Bob O'Neill. Ed Pow
tines. Poor little belles — they ers, Kenneth Walker, and Cliff
surely r.ot tolled. Marion Binr.el Oscn.
Following the Lawrence-Beloit
was chairman.
basketball game on Saturday night,
Dessert Party
Patronesses and alumnae are in February 18. Delts and their dates
vited to the Abigail Davis dessert plan to gather at the fraternity
party to be given by the Alpha house for an informal evening of
Delta Pis on Thursday. February dancing and refreshments.
Beta Officers
16. Betty Linquist will give a read
New officers were elected by
ing. and the alums, actives, and
pledge* w ill present skits. Mary Beta Theta Pi at the active meet
ing on Monday evening, February
Ann Fink is acting as chairman.
Franc's Ball. Patricia Locke, and 13. The boys who will take the
Jean Bennison acted as co-chair helm in the near future are: pre
man for the Delta Gamma valen sident, Bob Leverenz; co-rushing
tine p^rtv February 12 given by chairman. Ed Bavley and Bob W il
the pledges for representatives son; vice president. Bob Schockley; secretary. John Hemphill; re
from the other pledge groups.
corder. G. H. Burrows; and treas
Buffet Supper
On Sunday, February 19. the urer, Bob Braun.
Ph> Delt alumni visited the ac
Delta Gnmmas w ill be the guests
of Mrs. A. H. Thuerer. Mrs. R. K. tive chapter on Monday evening.
Wolter. and Mrs. A. B. Mull. The February 12. for their annual corbuffet sonner will be held at the
home of Mrs Theurer.
The four officers of Sigma Alpha
M a k e O u r O ffic e
tota were entertained on January
Y o u r H e a d q u a rte rs
29 at a Sunday nieht simper in
For Any
tho apartment of Mr«. Gertrude
Claver. natroness of Sigma Alpha
EYE SIGHT Problem
Iota and a member of the Con
Prompt laboratory Servlet
servatory faculty.

D

,

’*

Delt Formal
From all the nice things that
have been said about the Delt for
mal which took place last week
end. it must have been plenty
smooth. Earl Etta’s orchestra has
received unanimous approval from
all those lucky enough to hear him.
A charming finishing touch was

Wm. G. Keller
Opt. D.
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DeMolay Plans Big
Pre-Lenten Dance
At Temple Friday

Pag« Three

Quiet, Reserved and
Kinda Shy— Mert Sells
Himself to Laurence

Mrs, Theodore Cloak
W ill Speak at Annual
Best-Loved Banquet

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Lawrence socialites w ill have an
opportunity to get back in 'shape
before the next All-College dance
when the John F. Rose chapter of
DeMolay
gives
its
pre-Lenten
dance at the Masonic temple to
morrow night. Dancing to the mus
ic of Tom Temple and his orches
tra will begin at 8:30 p. m. and con
tinue until 12:30 a. m.
Dormitory women will be able
to obtain special 12 o’clock per
missions by applying to Miss Ruth
Cope, dean of women. Tickets are
99 cents per couple and may be
obtained from Frank Hammer, John
Rosebush, or Jim Schlafer.

handball three straight games, til
Koerble linally had to plead din
ner-time as an escape from fur
ther defeat.
As a visitor of that exclusive
campus group, the “Culture club,”
Mert toured the Institute. He vis
ited Abnormal Psychology, a n d
was almost persuaded by Mr. G rif
fiths into becoming a permanent
member of the class. He’s seen our
night-spots, our A Cappolla. and
Snides; so. he’s almost capable of
carrying back to Cornell the de
scription of any Lawrentian For
we all try to attend Chapel and
poration meeting. A buffet dinner a gab-fest at the same time.
preceded the meeting.
“Slay” Ride
L.W.A. to Entertain
The Phi Tau’s changed their
Lmvrentians Today
minds last weekend, and made a
houseparty out of their sleighTea will be served at Sage this
ride. In a snap of a hurry they afternoon from 3:30 to 5:30 through
fixed the house in true Valentine the courtesy of L.W.A. A patriotic
tradition, and all was ready when theme will be carried out in red,
the guests arrived. Mr. and Mrs. white, and blue.
C. E. Deakins and Mr. and Mrs.
Hostesses are Geraldine Schmidt.
Bernie Heselton were chaperones. Helen Glennon, Virginia Richard
The Sig Eps are fully confident son. Elizabeth Hotchkiss, Beatrice
that they will be able to give a Calkins, Polly
Wilcox.
Betty
sleigh ride (they spell It “slay” » Strong, and Eleanor Nisen.
on Saturday night. February 18.
The following sorority presidents
after the basketball game. With will pour: Betty Morrison, Mary
the time that is left, the riders will Forest. Kay Pitman, a n d Betty
return to the fraternity house for Anne Johnson.
their quota of cookies, marshmal
University of Oklahoma women
lows. and cocoa, which will be
served by willing pledges. Miss have formed the American Co-ed
Alice Whitcomb and Mr. J. W. Protective league to insure mem
Dowling are to be chaperones.
bers from being stood up on a date.
Kid Party
The Delta Sigs entertained the
A Cappella Tonight
i Sig Eps at the kid party on Sat
urday night. February 11. About
thirty couples came appropriately
! dressed to play games and eat.
Miss Ruth Cope and Mr. J. W.
Dowling chaperoned the party.
M e n 's W e a r S in ce 1 8 9 8
On Wednesday evening. Feb. 22,
Mr. G. A. Douglas and Mr. A. F.
Appleton. Wi%con*in
Megrew will lead a bull session at
the Delta Sig house.

SCHMIDT'S

Mrs. Theodore Cloak will be the
speaker of the evening Wednes
day, February 22, when the L.W A.
holds its traditional Best-Loved
banquet at Brokaw hall. All Law 
rence women will cast their bal
lots tomorrow after chapel for
their choice of the four “best lov
ed“ senior girls.
Alumna Marion Humleker, 1936
"best-loved" and May queen, will
be back to witness the initiation
of her four successors. Betty White,
L.W.A. social chairman, will pre
side over the program as toastmistress.
Tickets are 85 cents and may be
purchased from t h e following
girls: Georgia Bettinghaus, Jane
Bisping. Anne Blakeman, Elaine
Buesing. Andrea Stephenson. Bar
bara Beal. Betty Morrison. Fern
Bauer, Annabelle Wolf, M a r y
Young, Grace Strong, and Alice
Engle.
Food for 250.000 Dally
As many as 250,000 hungry sight
seers can be accommodated in com
fort for one or more repasts dur
ing the day or night at the New
York World’s Fair 1939 in the «0
restaurants which are to dot the
grounds.

Gmeiner's
Candy
Shoppe
in th e
Irv in g Z u e lk e B u ild in g

As An
Index
to Smart
Shopping

O P T O M E T R IS T
121 W. College Ave.
Tel 2415
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In Case of Fire
Play Hide, Seek
The Fire Escape

Thursday, Fobruory lé, 19)9

LAWRKNTIAN

G R IN A N D B E A R IT
Wf Ltchty

HAT the fire hazard in M ain hall and
other Lawrence buildings is a very
real danger has not escaped recognition,
and several precautions have been taken
by the adm inistration to prevent any such
catastrophe.

Sm oking in M ain h all was

iibsolutely prohibited last year follow ing
a m inor blaze; no smoking rules in stu
dents’ rooms in dorm itories have been
.strictly enforced; and this year students
were given an opportunity to insure their
personal belongings from damage from
fire.
The
more
precautionary
methods
adopted the less becomes the fire hazard,
obviously, but all the no smoking rules
and other precautionary measures known
cannot entirely elim inate
the
danger.
Some attention must be paid to the possibility of fire, unpleasant though the
thought may be. It is true that fire
drills are occasionally
held
in
the
dormitories,
but
w hat
sort of order
could be m aintained in event of a fire in
M ain hall or Science hall?
In case of
such an occurrence, the stairs would undoubtedly be destroyed first, leaving stu
dents in classes on the upper floors w ith
no means of escape but the two fire es
cape's. And how many students know that
the fire escapes for each of these
buildings must be reached by going
through classrooms, and of these, how
m any know through which classrooms?
The meager acceptance of insurance on
personal belongings this year is but an in 
dication of the indifference w ith which
students regard the fire hazard, and there
is no reason to believe that they have
been any more far-sighted in ferreting out
the devious passages to the fire escapes.
It must be adm itted that fire drills
during classes would be difficult because
of the diversity in class schedules, but
three or four in the near future at d if
ferent times of the day and on diffe r
ent days of the week should serve at
least to acquaint students w ith the loca
tion of the fire escapes. A few prom in
ently pi act'd signs pointing the way may
prove their worth too.

Gov. Heil Raps
Stupid Oleo Law

in

ne

Doghouse

S somebody said, “Time brings change."
The Doghouse is no exception to this
relentless law. In fact, only one edl*
tor remains to carry on our noble crusade
against vice and injustice. If you are a
fatalist, you realize that without the guid
ing influence of the senior editor, the Dog
house will bring you all things, with little
discrimination between good and bad.
• • •
The bewildering jum ble of questions
that confronted us during that diastrous exam week makes us wonder if
we could ever get any like these:
Bober—“ ‘After a breakfast of distilled
orange juice, m ilk toast, and shredded wheat
and gin specially prepared for him by three
dieticians and Chef Alfonse of the Great
Hotel, John D. Rockefeller, Sr., gave up his
morning round of golf after he had teed
up on the third hole. He devoted the rest
of the morning to passing out shiny new
dimes to a crowd of brokers at a cab stand
in front of the Oaken Bucket shop on Fifth
avenue.’—New York Sun, October 19, 1929.
Explain why or why not you believe the
Securities Exchange commission could have
changed the general trend of short-selling
by immediate establishment of a breadline
in front of the New York Stock exchange on
the morning of October 19, 1929.”
Discuss Fully.
Time: 15 minutes.
Mis* Bethurum—“Beowulf, if living to
day, could not hold a candle to the comic
strip character. Smiling Jack.”
True or irrelevant.
Time: irrevolant.
Dr. Ran«y—"Tracc the love life of Henry
V III.”
Discuss Fully.
Time: From dusk to dawn.
Du Shane—“Write an hundred word es
say on the relative importance of the street
sweeper in the following places: Bermuda,
Pongo Longo, Dutch Somaliland, Australia,
the United States, and Wisconsin.”
“P. S. Whatever became of Hoover?”
• • •
Yu* should have seen Sherman and
Cloak, the giant figures of the drama
world, chasing up and down the aisles
of the chapel like post card vendors in
a burlesque »how. They were getting
perspective on their new arrangement of
position for the A Cappella concert The
new groupings are so informal that yoar
editor found himself standing on one of
the rafters, supposedly still in the first
has« section. But, seriously, the group
ings are worked out with the greatest
artistic effect possible, and It adds to the
tonal and visual effect Immeasurably.
• • •
Last week’s Congo rainfall reminds us of
Lawrencc in the Spring.
Then there was the Phi Delt who, last
Thursday, went down town after wading
boots. The weather changed so fast he came
home with a pair of ice skates.
• • •
Wanted, a writer who can turn out
an absorbing, faat reading story, pref
erably humorous. The Contributor edi
tors are tearing their hair to the veri
table quick looking for a story teller
who doesn’t carry the torch of suffering
humanity though every belabored para
graph. It’s a challenge to Lawrence
youth!
*

A

Parade of Opinion

by ACP

A Week-by-Week Review of College Thought
and Action on Important Topics of the Day
College newspapers nunciation on the heads of the totalitarian
P r o p a g a n d a s student organi states.
zations have been
Democracy is supported enthusiastic
bombarded du ring the last m onth w ith
ally, but many believe that steps should
letters from "a Chinese student” asking
be taken to promote its support by groups
for support of the Chinese cause in the
of all ages.
current “incident” w ith Japan. These let
General accord is expressed w ith the
ters ask that U. S. students ‘‘send letters
“keep Am erica out of any w ar” idea, and
to men in key government positions urgm any favor a policy on the part of our
ing them to make u n la w fu l the sale or.
,
. .
. ,
...
. ..
officials that w ould prevent them from
shipment of arms or m unitions; and other i
war materials to aggressor nations.” Sur- m ak in g actions or statements that m ight
veys of collegiate opinion on the Sino- arouse the ire of foreign nations.

1KK
O pinion is about evenly divided on
IK
K an oasis in a rapidly growing desdes Japanese war indicate that collegians beert of protectionism comes recently- l*cvc Japan to be the aggressor, that the President Roosevelt's rearm am ent pro
elected Governor Heil's bold assertion that U. S. should take the side of war-torn gram.
Wisconsin is turning away m illions of China.
B ut most collegians believe today that
“ Little things are im po r
dollars of business from southern states
tant to little m en.” W ith
w hich are boycotting Wisconsin goods in *be U. S. should not go beyond its border
r e ta lia tio n for Wisconsin's
legal
ban ^o fight another n atio n s battles. Not so
this quotation from Gold
against oleomargarine, one of the South's word-strong are most editorials on the ¿m ith, West V irginia university students
staple products.
subject as the one in the University of entered the second round of their battle of
By a special process inexpensive cot- Mississippi Mississippian, but most seem words w ith the staff of Das Schwartze
ton.seed oil can be converted to a sub- to be in accord w ith its sentiments:
Korps, official organ of A d olf H itler's
stance identical w ith genuine butter in alN ° one questions the fact that agnazj police guard.
most all respects, and this product can be grcssion and brutality are abhorrent to a
W hen that particular u n it of the newssold far below the price of butter. Wis- civilized people such as we Am ericans paper chorus m aintained for the excluconsin legislators have long debated the Pr ide ourselves on being. But for such a gjve playing of “H eil H itle r” tunes re
question of whether it is sound economics nj,tion to be pinched by the nose and car- ceived the cabled announcem ent of the
or good business to favor the local pro- r 'e^ 'n^° a pro pagand ists woodshed to M ountaineers that they
were going to
ducer at the expense of the "foreigner” in have its m ind whipped
into
shape is “break off relations w ith G erm any,” its
other states, and in 1935 under the in- equally abhorrent. It s about tim e the U. S. editors called out some new adjectives
fluence of extensive lobbying, the legisla- began to, be a little*m ore selfish in its for their reply: “The telegram is not very
ture enacted a 15 cent a pound oecupa- convictions.
If necessary, we can ‘live original. Nobody could expect that the
tional tax on oleomargarine, which also a l° n<? a,1d like it.
I he only thanks w’e ve dripping-nosed offshoots of Babbitts who
required heavy license fees from anyone ever had for sticking our noses into the ]ust for war profits w ould deal frivolousselling the product.
affairs of other nations in a bunch of re- jy w ith diplom atic relations of two naNow a b ill has been introduced to ex- pudiated debts and an invitation to play tions than do Jew s assembled around
tend the b ill to cottonseed oil and other *he* SU{,ker again.
President Roosevelt. Prosit.”
lard substitutes, and Governor Heil has
* * *
,
»p0 cn{j
second round of diplom atic
shown him self far sighte'd enough tc an- ~r~
i
But on the foreign situa- battle between the all-powerful, seriousticipate the ad dition al
boycotts which
I ICm U S
tion in general, college m inded journal of one nation and the
w ould be enforced against Wisconsin.
and
university
under- fun-loving students of another natio n’s
The United States has long been the graduates seem to be in as m uch of a state university, the W .V.U. student
most obvious exam ple of the advantages quandry as most U. S. citizens
The fol- newspaper. Daily Athenaeum , came back
©f free trade, and the enacting of state low ing seems to be the general trend wi t h this: “You take things too seriously
ta riff barriers is specifically forbidden on the campuses today:
over there. . . . A country that bans
by th i constitution. B ut recently there
O pinion is divided on the Spanish ques- Mickey Mouse and D onald Duck obvioushas been an alarm in g increase in the tion. Many believe the embargo should ly lacks hum or. . . . A n d if anyone should
num ber of ta riff w alls s it up between be lifted. M any shout that it should be feel insulted, gentlemen, we should; for
states on specific products, and Wiscon-i m aintained.
our cablegram was at least civil, and in
sin's oleom argarine law is one of the most ;
A ll believe that aid should be given neither of your editorials has the tone
notable of these. G overnor H eil hit the refugees, and many student groups arc been other than defam atory. . . . W ell, we
heart of the m atter w hen he said, “We raising funds to financially prove their are still laughing. W e hope to be able
cannot live wi t hi n our own shell
We sympathy wi t h the dow ntrodden of all to laugh at posturings and grimaces al
ways, no m atter
where
they appear.
cannot set up a barrier. We must so act nations.
Few support the persecution of mi- Heaven help us when we can no longer
that our products w ill be accepted to the
norities. and most all heap coals of de -1 laugh.”
other 47 states.**
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Vikings Will Try
To Break Losing
Streak Saturday
Meet Blue Devils From
Beloit in Second
Appearance
Lawrence college’s downtrodden
Vikings will attempt to stem the
tide of defeat once more Saturday
night when they meet the Blue
Devils of Beloit at Alexander gym
nasium. After losing four straight
conference games, the boys would
rather like to break into the win
column once more, and there is
no one whom they would enjoy
beating as much as Beloit.
Silver Smith, sparkling sopho
more forward, is the bright spot
in the hopes of the Gold this year.
He and Joe Tamulis, veteran cen
ter, who looked too good for the
Vikes up here last year, account
for most of the Beloit scoring.
Both men have been averaging
close to 10 points a game. Tamulis,
the big pivot man, is a classy ball
handler, and a big help around the
backboards. Besides these two.
there will be Dutch Fagan and
Fred Hoegberg at the guards, and
big Roy Campbell at the other for
ward. Also likely to see action will
be Bob Zimonick, husky guard,
and Jack Griffith, sophomore foot
ball star.
The Vikings will not appear at
their full strength, for Charlie
Scheuss. veteran forward
who
started last game, is in the infirm 
ary with the flu; and George Ben
netts, reserve forward and center,
is still suffering the effects of the
name disease.
Norm Faleide, whose position in
the individual scoring roll w t s
considerably boosted by last week's
game with Cornell, will pair with
Buesing at the guards again. Buesing's consistent play at the guard
position has been the brightest
light of this somewhat dark year.
The pivot post is still a question,
but it is likely that Bill Masterson
w ill get the nod over Art Schade.
Jackson and Cape will probably
start at forwards. Another possibil
ity is that Masterson may move to
forward and leave Schade at cen
ter.
The Vikes hold down seventh
place in the standings now. while
Beloit is in the fifth slct with a
500 percentage.

L A W RE N T I A N

B e lo it

The Interfraternity b o w l i n g
schedule has been moved up just
a month. It will start the first or
second Thursday in March. This
will
permit basketball players,
swimmers, and wrestlers to com
pete and still will not extend the
schedule into the early summer.
The faculty will probably enter a
team to fill in the place of the
Delta Sigs. Their results will not
count on the Supremacy Cup
standings, but they will round out
the schedule. Down at Beloit, the
faculty team finished seventh out
of eight teams in the bowling lea
gue.
*
*
*
From McIntyre's column in the
Post-Crescent we clipped this in
teresting letter. What does it mean?
We would like to see some of Mr.
Pisani’s further correspondence.

63 Railway Terrace
Lewisham. N.S.W.
Australia
The Track Captain
Lawrence College
Appleton, Wisconsin
Dear Sir:
I would very much like to cor
respond with runners on y o u r
squad. I am a half-miler in one of
the large clubs out here and would
be glad to exchange views, etc.
Hoping you will help me out.

Yours sincerely.
Stan Pisani.

Page Five
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Norbert Frosh
Vikes Drop Came St. Nose
Knox Holds Slim
Out Lawrence
In Final Seconds Edge in Midwest
To Carroll, 37-15
St. Norbert freshmen nosed out
Lawrence college yearlings by
Lawrence Cagers are Held the
Conference Race
a 38 to 37 count in the final minute
To 3 Field Goals
By Pioneers

Carroll college swamped Law
rence Tuesday night, 37-15, out
playing the Vikes in all depart
ments. A sturdy Pioneer defense
held the invaders to three field
goals, all in the second half.
Bus Knoblauch, veteran Carrol]
forward who finally hit his csoring
stride after a recent slump, led the
Carroll offense with 13 points. Ken
ny Binder, who trailed Knoblauch
with six points, led the Pioneer at
tack until he went out in the sec
ond half after he had injured his
back following in on a fast pot shot.
21-7 Lead At Half
Lawrence never had a chance
against the Pioneers as everything
worked for Coach John Breen’s lads.
The Orahge took a 21-7 lead in the
first half and steadily increased it,
even though Breen used the crip
pled Dean Lawrence for the first
time in five weeks as he threw a
total of 12 men against the Vikes.
The Pioneer magic worked espe
cially around the free throw line.
They made their first 13 attempis,
Binder leading the parade with a
quartet of tosses before being car
ried from the floor.

of play in a tilt at West DcPere
Thursday night. The Viking frosh
led by a 35 to 32 margin with two
minutes to go but the score was
knotted when Monard free throwed and Coddington plunked a field
goal. Madden put St. Norbert into
the lead with a basket while Pet
erson evened it up with one for
Lawrence. Doern converted a gift
shot for the winning margin.
Kirchoff was the offensive star
for Lawrence with six field goals
while Madden scored 12 points for
the Green Knights.

Betas, Delts Tied
In Creek Tourney
Phi Delts Tackle • Phi
Tans; 1st Place Bat
tle Postponed
Interfraternity Basketball
Standings
Won Lost Per
cent
Beta Theta Pi
3
0 1 000
Delta Tau Delta
3
0 1.000
Sigma Phi Epsilon
2
2
..‘>00
Phi Delta Theta
0
3
000
Phi Kappa Tau
0
3
000

*
*
*
Keep your eye on this Morton
of Beloit when the swimming team
Games Last Week
comes up for the Midwest meet.
Faleide Scores
Eeta Theta Pi 35, Phi Kappa Tau
This boy is really good!
The Pioneers jumped to an 11-2 17
*
*
*
lead early in the first half on seven
Delta Tau Delta 29. Sigma Phi
We see that Vipond. Monmouth
free throws and a brace of buckets. Epsilon 11
college guard, has been awarded
Art Kaemmer and Harry Jackson
a trophy for being placed on W il
Games Saturday, February 111
manufactured three free throws to
liamson’s Little-College All-Amer
2:00 Phi Delta Theta vs. Phi Knpkeep the Vikes in the game. Four
ican team. We’ve heard of t h e
more free throws furnished the on pa Tau
Dickinson system, but a couple of
Postponed—Delta Tau Delta vs.
ly other Lawrence points as a fasl
questions arise — what is the W il
b eaking Carroll offense ran up the Beta Theta Pi
liamson system, and how does a
Sigma Phi Epsilon <Bye>
Pioneer score and a speedy shift
guy like Vipond get such a rating
Last Friday afternoon at the New
when men like Novakofski or ing defense held the Appleton in 
vaders without a field goal. Law Alexander gym the Delts took
Jones aren't even mentioned?
rence
failed
to
score
against
a
*
•
•
their third straight victory by de
Big Ben Gage, who played bas second team in the closing minutes feating the Sig Eps 29-11. The Delts
ketball for Lawrence three or four of the first half.
maintained a lead throughout the
Not until five minutes of the sec first half, the score at the half be
years ago. and left school to be a
crooner, is now an NBC announcer ond half had passed did Norm Fa ing 22-6. During the second half
on the West coast. He recently leide. Vike high scoring guard, the Delts let up considerably, scor
broadcast the California flood from drop in the first Lawrence bucket ing seven points to their oppon
a plane overlooking the wreckage. A brief flurry was all for the Vikes. ents five to end the game 29-11.
*
*
*
however, as Carroll ran the count to j Box scores for the game were as
Jim Bailey, captain of Appleton 35-11. Second teams for both schools follows:
High school's basketball team last played the closing minutes.
On the following afternoon the
year, is playing first string guard
The box score:
Betas defeated the Phi Taus to re
for Cornell’s freshmen.
C arrall—«7
I
L a w ren ce— IB
main undefeated thus far this seaAppleton Is Among
G FT P
G FT P
*
*
*
0 1 2
Jack Seller’s withdrawal from K n o b la u ch .f 5 3 U C a p e.f
Turn to Page 6
lu g e .f
0
0 21 J a ck so n .f
0 1 2
First Cities to Have
school is a heavy blow to Law K
M aahs.f
2
1 2 1S chade. f
0 0 1
rry ,f
0 0 1 M asterson ,e
0 0 1
Electric Street Car rence's basketball and track as BB aack
h a u c.f
O 0 2 B en n ett.c
0 1 1
W hile some make the false claim pirations. The blond guard was the P a u ler.c
« 4 01 K aem m er f
1 4
2
only
man
left
from
last
year's
high
L
a
w
ren
ce,c
1
1
01
F
aleid
e.
g
2
1 0
that Appleton was the first city
ly-vaunted
freshman
squad,
and
H
a
a
i.c
0
0
01
H
erat.g
0
0
0
in the world to have street cars,
B lersa ch g
0
1 2 B u e*ln g *
*> 1 3
it is true that it was one of the now his departure makes it a clean BegRS.g
1 1 U S m ilh tr
0 0 0
B inder.R
2 2 2!
first, along with Cleveland and sweep:
*
*
♦
D em m in g .g 1 0 01
Kansas City and one or two others,
Looking through t h e Carleton
all of which seemed to turn up paper the other day brought up a
Total«
12 1.1 13
Total«
3 » 12
O fficials:
R efere e— L arson,
t ’m p ire—
with street cars at the same time. sore point of long standing — the
When the announcement of an ap requirements for tennis letters at K olf.
proaching street car was made, the Lawrence. Last year Lawrence
spectators at a circus appearing would have won the Midwest ten matches, but neither got a letter.
here at that time became so ex nis championship on points, and Nor did Axen. the No. 2 man.
cited that they rushed to the curb the team won all but one of about Carleton’s requirements are much
to see the thing. Postponement of 10 dual matches. But only one man less stringent — and it would be
the performance was necessitated got a letter. Dave Walling, a sen much easier to stimulate interest
until the new-fangled machine was ior, who played No. 3. and Harry in tennis here if a man felt he had
on its way.
Jackson, playing No. 4. together a chance to get a letter without
The year of that performance, placed third in the Midwest, and being the first or second best man
by the way. was 1882. and the spot individually won nearly all of their in the Midwest conference.
on which the circus was playing
was a straggly, vacant lot which
now supports the big red-brick
IF Y O U H A V E
home of Johnny and Jud Rosebush
across from the Lawrence chapcl.

Beloit Invades Lawrence
For Loop Battle
Saturday Night
M IOW tNT C ONFERENCE
W.
L.
Pet.
Pt«. O.Pt*.
e
.858
1
252
248
s 1
833
225
182
4 1 800
193
153
5 3 .625
304
26«
1V2
3
3
500
201
.400
2
3
217
211
1
S
.167
180
216
0
•
OOC
265
372

K n ox
M onm outh
R ipon
C orn ell
B elo it
C arleton
U w i t ni <
C oe

LA ST W EEK'S SCORES
M onm outh 24, B elo it 21.
C ornell 35. L a w ren ce 22.
K n ox 42, C arleton 41.
Ripon 3b C ornell 29.
THIS W EEK'S (.A M I S
F riday: Kipon at M onm outh, C a ilftc n
at C ornell.
Saturday: C arleton at Coe, R ipon at
K iiox , B elo it at L aw ren ce.

Knox retained its slim lead in
the close Midwest conference bas
ketball race when it nudged out
a 42 to 41 win over Carleton in 8
high scoring game at Northfield,
Minn., last Saturday night.
The
Carls again showed that they ar#
hard to beat at home but were fin
ally vanquished by the Siwash.
The win kept them a half game
ahead of Monmouth, who definite
ly eliminated Beloit earlier in the
week.
Ripon has quietly come along in
the challenger's position and by
beating Cornell has made the chase
a three way affair. The scramble
will partially be settled this week
end when the Ripon Redmen meet
their toughest assignment of the
season, a trip into Illinois where
they meet Monmouth and Kncx in
that order. Carleton,
possessing
the highest ¡coring average in the
league, invades Iowa for two games
with Cornell and Coe, and Beloit
moves up to Appleton to vie fox
what honors are left.

Lawrence Postpones
Mat Meet at Madison
The wrestling meet scheduled
last Satuiday between Lawrenc*
college grapplers and the Univer
sity of Wisconsin B squad waf
postponed because of poor weather
and road conditions. The meet
will be rescheduled at Madison.

Plumbing or Heating Problems

we will give you th e b e n e fit o f o u r ex pe rie nce free o f
cho rge .
A c tu o l in s ta lla tio n s to be m a d e
by
local
P lu m be rs.

Tuesday, February 21—A. A.
Trever, professor of hiMory,
will speak.
Friday, February 24— Sunsrt
production.

W . S. PATTERSON CO.
P ho ne 4 7 0 0

2 1 3 E. C o lle g e A ve.

RI DE A

Fresh Fruits
From Joe’s

CH ECKER C A B
1-5 Persons

Chicago Fruit
Store

25
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5c

E ach A d d itio n a l
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Vikes Take Fifth
Straight Defeat;
Lose to Cornell

Betas and Delta Tied
In Greek Cage Race
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

son. Therefore, the Dclts and Betas
are tie for first place in the inter
fraternity basketball tournament.
Lawrence Dominate* in The Betas took the lead early in
the game a n d
maintained
it
First Half; Final
throughout the encounter. At the
half the score stood 15-7 in the
Score Is 35-22
Beta's favor.
The third quarter was nip and
Cornell college of Mount Vernon,
tuck but the Betas rallied in the
Iowa, came back strong in the sec
fourth quarter, netting 13 points to
ond half of the game last Friday their opponents four, to bring the
night to hand the Vikings their standings 25-17 at the final gun.
n r u » —S5
I
P h i T au s— 17
fifth straight conference defeat,
G FT P |
G FT P
:«r,-22. The game was rather listless B rau n
2 1 3 R iem cr
2 0
0
throughout, although at times the L arsen
1 1 OlHoffm au
0 2
4
W
ilson
8
0
0!
L
an
ge
0
0
0
play of both fives was quite fast
M u rp h y
1 0 3IT roffrr
1 3
2
and rough. As in the past, it was D iv e r
1 2 O lV n h a u r
0 0
1
Lawrence's inability to hit a good B ay le y
4 0 O iV ansclow
1 0
2
B
u
rro
w
s
0
1
llH
e
r
e
ld
2
0
2
l*ercentage of their shots that con
ISieficr
0 0
0
tributed greatly to their defeat.
Ruesinc Stops Schneider
Totals
13 5 7i Totals
« 5 11
Coach Denney started Charlie
The game between the Delts and
Scheuss at forward in place of Obl»ie Novakofski, who has completed the Betas scheduled for the com
tiis college career here at Law ing Saturday has been postponed
rence. Scheuss played very good and will probably be played some
defensive ball in the first half of time next week.
the ball game. Buesing. who it
seems is always assigned to guard Lawrence Hockey Team
the op|>osition's ace, took on Cor
Facing Appleton H. S.
nell’s scoring c h a m p ,
Howie
Schneider, and held him to just
An All-College hockey team will
two points.
oppose the Appleton high school
The first half of the ball game all star team this afternoon at 4:30
saw Lawrence dominate the scor on the Jones Park rink. This team
ing. leading throughout, with the of Lawrence students was organiz
exception of the last few second« of ed at the beginning of the sccond
the half when Lynch connected on semester and is managed by Glen
a long attempt to give his team a Lockery.
12-11 edge. At the start of the con
The probable starting lineup will
test the ball was taken up and be: Francis Bradford
and
Bob
down the floor with very few Everett, wings; John Prescott and
shots being attempted and with no George Carmen, defense; Don Mas
scoring. In fact, it was five mi n on. center: and Frank Kershaw,
utes before Faleidc broke the ice goalie. On the reserve bench for
and counted on a fied goal. The I^awrence will be Charles Pruett.
Blue and White cagers chalked up Bob Perry. Bill Vickery, Bob Rcda 7-0 lead before Peterson con er. Perry Powell and Bob Meyers.
verted a foul toss to give his team j
its first taste of scoring blood The j College President to
rest of the Viking points during j
the first half came on a goal by
Speak in Appleton
Norm Faleide and a brace.of free
Mary E. Branch, president of
throws by Scheuss and Buesing.
Till6tson college, Austin. Texas
Cornell sent in its first stringers
will be the speaker at the 10:50
midway in the first half, and the
service of the First Congregational
result was a 12-11 lead for them
church on February
19. Miss
at half-time.
Branch is the foremost negro
Comedians Hit Stride
As has been said, the Cornel- woman educator in the United
lians hit their stride in the second States, and is t h e only woman,
half as they slowly drew away white or colored, to be president
from the Vikes. Lynch sank three of a co-educational standard ac
gift shots, and Swenson and An credited four-year liberal arts col
derson added one each to make lege
Because of her distinguished re
the count 17-15, Cornell. From this
point on Cornell had things pret cord and achievements, the biog
ty much their own way, ringing raphy of Miss Branch was includ
up 18 points to Lawrence's seven ed two years ago in the book by
Jcnncss.
"Twelve
Negro
points. However, in the last ten Mary
minutes of the game, Lawrence be Americans".
came panicky and as a result made
some bad errors which the Cornell was able to register only six of 16
team was quick to capitalize on.
attempts.
Outstanding for the Vikes was
The box score:
the mighty midget. Norm Faleide.
kw r e n e e — T J
Cornell—
Norm was in the thick of the ball
OFTP
G FT P
S
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f
•
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B
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o
p .f
1
S 2 1
game at all times, and he took C ape.f
0 0 3 S a m sb u ry .f
1 1 0
Vike scoring honors w i t h eight J a c k so n .{
1 2 4 P eterso n .f
1 3
s n n .Schneider.f
1 • 3
(K)ints. High point man in the con H irst.t
M
a
s
tr
i'.'n
e
S
s
3
A
n
d
erso
n
.c
2
1 2
test w a s Lynch, Cornell guard,
n
S ch a d e .c
0 S w rnaon .c
s
S 1 3
who had nine points on three bas F a leld e.g
4 (t 4|B o ettch er, g 0 n »
B u n ln ii
1 1 9 l,y n c h .*
3 3 1
kets and as many charity tosses.
S S 1
Cornell showed a distinct super K arm tnr i .g 0 0 H S p ra g u e.c
•
il 3
<
*
0
P
au
l.g
t
ith .c
iority from the foul lane, con SLm
u b e n o w .f
0 0 0 S im rster.g
1 S •
verting 13 of 21 attempts. Lawrence

A Coppella Tonight *

T otals
• • 15
T o ta l*
O fficia is—C hristoph .
N een n h:
G reen B ay.
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Seribe Reports
College, Conservatory to Hold
On Innovations
Scholarship Contests March 18
Reporter Inspects Gym
nasium lo Find Re
cent Changes

Lawrence college and the Law 
rence Conservatory of Music \vi'
hold scholarship prize contests for
high school graduates here Satur
day, March 18, with the prizes to
taling more than $4,000 in their tui
tion value.
The conservatory will award 18
prizes, amounting to $2,350, and the
college 16 prizes, valued at $1,700.
The conservatory w ill award a
first prize of $200 and a second
prize of $150 in each of the follow
ing fields: piano, voice, organ,
stringed instruments, and wind in 
struments. In addition, four prizes
of $100 and four honorable mention
prizes of $50 each will be awarded
at the discretion of the judges.
The college w ill offer a grand
prize of $200 for the best paper in
any of the following fields; chem
istry, physics, French, German, Lat-

in, English, and American history.
Five prizes of $150 each, five prizes
of $100 each, and five honorablo
mention prizes of $50 each will also
be awarded.
The reporter from the LawrenThe contest is open to all high
school seniors of the current year,
tian office was recently given
or to those 1938 high school gradu
another of those inspection trips
ates who are not now enrolled in
around the gym to see the im 
college.
provements. This time the guide
Must Fill Out Blanks
was Coach Denney and he strutted
Contestants must complete the
rather proudly as he went down
contest application blank and mail
the corridor to inspect his new in 
it to the director of admissions at
side track.
Lawrence college not later than ono
This recent innovation, which is
week before the contest. Each con
a distinct improvement over the
testant must be in the upper quar
former cinder track, has a compo
ter of his high school class. No per
sition surface of saw-dust and oil.
son will be awarded more than ono
This is the same as that found in
prize. The judges for the contests
t h e University of Chicago field
will be members of the Lawrenca
house, and is much ‘springier’,
college and the Lawrence Conserv
which is a definite aid to the run
atory of Music faculties.
ner. Also the two ends of the room
The prizes w ill be credited to the
which have been the thorns in the
tuition accounts of the winners at
sides of Lawrence tracksters for
the college or conservatory, depend
many seasons, have been banked
ing on what contest they entered.
into a smooth circular course Camera Club to Open
High school principals have been
which will permit the runners to
New
¡Three-Unit
Dark
provided with information regard
maintain their speed.
this contest or it may be ob
Leaving the track, Mr. Denney
Room This Week-End ing
tained by writing the director of
took the scribe up to the second
The new darkroom quarters of admissions at Lawrence college.
floor where he exhibited the new
Special regulations governing the
“game” room. Here two additional the Camera club are expected to
ping-pong tables have been erect be opened for use of all members conservatory contest follow:
ed. and a dart game set up. A p this week-end. The quarters con
Recommendation
propriate scoring equipment has sist of la three unit arrangement
“Each applicant must secure a let
adaptable to any chases of pho ter of recommendation from the
also been provided.
A ll this has been carried out to tographic work. All of the work school of music supervisor or a
insure Lawrentians a better time of remodeling has been done by competent private teacher indicat
while at the gym. No longer must members. A short business meet ing promise in the general field of
runners fear shin-splints, but with ing was held Thursday for the music and special talent in a spe
the energy they saved through use purpose of planning equipment and cific field.
of the new track, may now go up finishing details.
“Each contestant should be pre
A field trip was taken Sunday pared to present from memory two
and use it on a ping-pong or dart
afternoon by members for the pur solo numbers of his own choosing
game.
pose of gathering photographs to
which are of s«;ff'dent length ana
be used in an exhibition held lat
difficulty to give tbo judges an ad
Cloak Is Judge for
er this year.
equate idea of his technical and mThe next meeting w ill be held
G uild Play Contest Tuesday,
February 21 at 7:15 in tcrpetive power*. Contestants will
F.
Theodore Cloak, professor ofMain hall, room 41, for a check- be furnished with accompar.nl» if
dramatics at Lawrence college, is over on membership. A ll members they so desire.
“Although the award of prizes
one of three men appointed to judge are requested to be present or to
the best of 20 plays written
by fill out an application of readmis will be based primarily upon the
members of the Dramatic Theater sion and hand it in by that time. performance presented, due consid
guild of Wisconsin.
The use of the darkroom w ill be eration will be given to high school
scholastic records, general musical
The play chosen by the judges as limited to these members.
background, and probability of suc
the best will be presented at
a
guild theater festival at Madison
A move has been started In the cess in the contestant's chosen field.
“If. in the opinion of the judges,
March 25, at which time tribute will Iowa legislature to move the state's
be paid to the late Zona Gale, fam college of engineering from the there is insufficient talent compet
ous Wisconsin author and
play University of Iowa to Iowa State ing in any field, the prizes will be
college.
wright who died recently.
transferred to other fields."

Start On Even Terms
with Any Other Student
by getting

the Pen that Has What It Takes
to help you rate marks
that you can write home about
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You can SEE the level of ink
at all times—
see when to refill— so it
won’t run dry in classes or tests
Naturally, your Parents want you to
■tart the new term on a par with any
one else in your class. That’s why they’ll
want you to back your brains with a
Pen like the revolutionary new Parker
Vacumatic
It» Scratch-proof Point of Platinum
and 14 K G old writes like a
breeze because it's tipped with
jewel smooth O sm iridiu m . twice
as costly as ordinary iridium.
AndtheParkei Vacumatic won’t
let you down by running dry un
expectedly in classes or quizzes.
Held to the light it snows the
E N T IR E ink supply— shows when
to refill. And it holds such a co

pious reserve of ink to begin with that
you need fill it only 3 or 4 times from
one term to the next.
Go to any good pen counter today
and try this pedigreed Beauty of lami
nated Pear' and Jet—a wholly exclusive
and original Style. And took for the
■mart ARROW clip. This identifies the
genuine and distinguishes the owner.
The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.

Maker» of Parker Quink, the new pencleaning writing ink. 15c, 25c and up.
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Director Seeks Perfection as Lawrence A Cappella Choir Prepares for Premiere
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There are no shirkers In th * Lawrence A Cappella rhoir, as these pictures taken at
a recent rehearsal testify. Competition is keen, and oat of the 2M students who tried
out for the orranisation lari fall, only about 71 make up the present choir. Focusing
all their attention on Dean Carl J. Waterman, director, they work like this at every

A Cappella Choir
Appears Tonight
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Howard Darling. William Deppe,
W illiam Dupont. Arthur Kaemmer,
Milton Nelson, Ewald Tilly.
Bass: David Aldrich, Robert Ev
erett,
W illiam
Guyer, Spencer
Johnson, Paul Jones, Joseph Mor
ton, Clarlc Nixon, Kenneth Sager,
Lester Schulz, Duane Schumaker,
Robert Vanselow,
John
Bayer.
Thomas Gochnauer, Joseph Graf.
John Hemphill, John Rosebush,
Seldon Spencer, Elwin Wienandt.
The program will be as follows:
In the Lord doth my soul rejoice
M. Balakireff
Glory be to God
S. Rachmaninoff
Crucifixus
A. Lotti
Two choruses from “The Peace
able Kingdom"
Randall Thompson
a) Woe unto them
b) The paper reeds by the
brooks
Praise ye the Name of the Lord
A. Nikolsky
Songs of Conquest
Springtide

Harl McDonald
Edward Grieg

rehearsal.
Their annual home concert will be given tonight at Lawrence Memorial
rhaprl as the lourth program In the current Artist Series. Their spring tour this year
will be extended to several Wisconsin cities and Minneapolis.

The ‘Judge' Turns
Barrows W ill Attend
Seventy Collegians
Institute Trustee Meet
President Thomas N. Barrows
Into Real Musicians

left today ior New York city where
he will attend the meeting of the
board of trustees of the Institute
of Paper Chemistry Monday eve
ning.
Mr. Barrows will be present at a
luncheon meeting of the New York
Alum ni club Saturday and a din
ner meeting of the Washington,
D. C., Lawrence Alumni c l u b
Thursday, February 23.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

about three minutes later. Some
of them run up to the balcony to
ask the three or four fellow stu
dents sitting up there listening
what they think of it.
“Lousy. You were a lot better
two weeks ago,” they say with col
legiate callousness. But they don’t
mean it. They have listened to the
songs with rapt attention and one
of them was distinctly heard say
ing “Boy, that’s good” after one
Old Man River (from “Show
boat”)
Jerome Kern of the more difficult selections.
Back on the stage. Dean Water
(Arranged by Geoffrey O'Hara) man puts the choir through anoth
Oh, What a Beautiful City
er rigorous rehearsal, stops them
W. L. Dawson when he hears one section a quar
ter of a tone flat and makes them
start over again, beats the time
•Polovetzian Dance and Chorus
with his foot almost continuously
from the Opera “Prince Igor”
Alex. Borodin
I
•Chorus of Philistines from the
Opera “Samson and Delilah”
JU S T R E C E I V E D !
C.
Saint-Saëns
♦Finale from “The Gondoliers"
Arthur Seymour Sullivan
*Don Gerlach at the piano

WOODEN
CLOGS

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

$

LOST?
Y o u r w a tc h , books, fo u n t a in pe n,
jack e t, gi rl ? '

W ANTED?
Books, o ld quiz papers,
a ho ne y ?

FOUND?
Pocket bo ok , Love?

3 .9 5
a pair

Better Dry Cleaning

N a tu r a l co w hide

222 East College Avenue

uppe rs, w o od en

USE THE LAWRENTIAN

sole a n d heel.
T he S a m e

and stamps his foot when he wants ! accompaniment, but Don Gerlach
1accompanies the operatic selections.
certain notes emphasized.
|His masterful playing alone, inci
Loses Baton
He loses his baton at almost dentally, is worth the price of the
every rehearsal and at almost ev admission ticket for the concert.
With daily rehearsals scheduled
ery major concert. Swinging it as
he docs, it is inevitable that it ■between then and the conccrt to
should eventually hit the music night, the choir, already excellcntstand before him and go bounding ; ly trained, will give everything it
off into space. It happened at the has at the public performance. The
, choir’s local concert last February Judge will fee to that.
and many persons in the audience
MAESCII SPEAKS
marveled at the composure with
I.aVahn Macsch, college orga
which Dean Waterman a n d his
choristers met the situation, little nist, presented the third in his ser
realizing that to the director and ies of lectures on music appreci
the choir it was an every-day ex ation at the Woman’s Tuesday club
in Neenah last Tuesday afternoon.
perience.
Most of the choir’s concert is
A Cappella Tonight
sung in a cappella style, without
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Gil key Discusses
College Values
c o n t i n u e l Tf r o m

R

EVIEfTIHG
th e

EVIEWS

.With “Ibby” H o lt_

PAGE 1

cult ar t . “Democracy should be r r ^ HAT immortal ballad. "Gunga
I Din", is coming to life on the
mastered in an atmosphere like
Rio screen this Friday. It is
this—where there is carbon in the the story of three British sergeants
air," said Dean Gilkey, “for here and a native watercarrier in .their
in college we must learn the diffi struggle against two fanatic thugs.
cult art if we are to understand It has all of the excitement and en
and practice the real democracy.** tertainment of a serial aided by
Education and this little paradox good acting and marvelous pho
have an important bearing on re tography. Cary Grant, Victor Meligion. for sane and intelligent re La glen and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
ligion never denies the roots—b i are the three comrades who crack
ological. economic, historical —out the Indian frontier wide open, and
of which lives have grown. The Jean Fontaine provides tha love
attendance of religious services is interest in this heroic and TOvillthe root of the tree, but the per ing tale. “Gunga D in” is. by all
spective, some sense of value that means, a picture you should see,
is ours to keep, is the carbon of and one which will m a k e you
laugh even while you shudder at
the leaves.
Dean Gilkey closed his address the daring escapades and bravery
of
the three musketeers of the
with a quotation from Paul, who,
he said, really understood human British Indian army.
*
*
*
life: “Well, we look in at the things
T the Appleton this weekend
which are seen, but not at the
is "Honolulu”, which portrays
things which are not seen, for the
the trials and sorrows of a
things which are seen are tempo
movie star. Robert
rary. and the things which are not public-sick
Young has a dual role as both the
seen are eternal.”
star and his double. It is a serious
Buckncll university E n g l i s h situation for him but the picture
teachers are having their voices hasn't a serious moment in it. Ele
tested to aid them in making their anor Powell, as the girl he loves,
1Grade Allen as the girl he is sup
lectures more interesting.
posed to lov<* as his double, and
George Burns all add to the merriA C o p p e lla T o n ig h t
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Darling Is Speaker
At Meeting in Chilton
Stephen F. Darling, professor of
chemistry and president of the Ap
pleton
Co-operative
association,
spoke on “The Co-operative Move
ment and Consumer Problems” at
7:45 at the Chilton city hall Ja n 
uary 27.
Mr. Darling is district director
of the Midland Co-operative Whole
sale. His appearance at Chilton w?s
in connection with workers educa
tion classes sponsored by the truck
drivers of that city and the exten
sion department of the University
of Wisconsin.

Reorganize Library
Reference Department
Recent changes in the library in 
clude a separation of the reference
desk into two divisions because
of the increase in reference work
done there.
Miss Fenton, who is head of the
reference
department,
has
her
desk in the south reading room.
Miss Berens has charge of the
government document
collection.
Appleton Post-Crescent files, and
general reference work. Her desk
has been moved to the north read
ing room.

8 ? 4

Main Hall Once Had
Big Assembly Room

1939 Seniors Have
At Least One Thing
To be Thankful for
Just a word of consolation to
the class of 1939, many of whom
at the present are worried about
the prospects of receiving (or not
receiving)
their
sheepskins
in
June. Just think how lucky you
are that you weren't members of
the first class of Lawrence seniors.
That class never was given diplo
mas. The little steamer carrying
the documents capsized in a sudden
squall of Lake Winnebago. The
frayed sheepskins of old profs
were used instead!

Town Girls Arrange
For Sandwich Sale

A meeting of the Town Girls as
sociation was held Monday eve
ning at the home of Mildred Seat
on. 113 N. Rankin St. The com
mittee in charge was Vickie Reineck. |Julia Rogers, and Ann MeNamer.
Plans were made for a sandwich
sale to be held in the dormitories
on Tuesday, February 21. A com
mittee was appointed to work on
the Mardi Gras booth for the Mor
ment of the picture. If you are tir tar Board entertainment.
The members will entertain their
ed of "epic” pictures and would
like something both light and fan mothers at a dessert bridge some
time during the month of April.
tastic, “Honolulu” fills the bill.

Main hall has become a spot on
the Lawrence college campus fam 
ed for its architecture and intel
lectual history, but seldom is it
mentioned that Main hall once con
tained the largest assembly room
in the city of Appleton. The rooms
on third and fourth floor west
were once part of the college chap
el, and such speeches as the drived
for enlistment for the Civil war
all took place In that room, which
by the way, was lighted by candles
stuck promiscuously around the
wall. It is said that the wise spec
tator brought his own candle along
to all meetings and services which
were likely to last after dusk.

Maeseh Plays Recital
For Organists Guild
A large and enthusiastic audi
ence attended the concert given by
LaVahn Maesch. professor of or
gan and music literature at Law 
rence college, presented Tuesday
evening, February 6, at Immanuel
Presbyterian church in Milwaukee.
The recital, sponsored by the Wis
consin Chapter of the American
Guild of Organists, included com
positions by Handel, Bach, a n d
Franck, and the contemporary
composers Bennett, Jepson. a n d
Duruflé. A recent composition by
Mr. Maesch. Pastorale on
“The
Moon Shines Bright,’* was especial
ly well received.

You'll enjoy these three stars in
" W I N G S O F THE N A V Y "

A Cosmopolitan production re 
leased by W arn er Bros, coming
soon to your lo cal theatre.
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that gives millions More Pleasure
. . . and millions of people before and after the
show are getting more pleasure from the happy
combination of mild ripe American and Turkish
tobaccos found in Chesterfield.

the blend that can't be copied
. . . the RIGHT COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos
Copyright 19)9. L iccitt * M y m » TotAcco Co.

I t is the exact way these tobaccos are cowbined together that makes Chesterfields milder
and gives them a more pleasing taste and
aroma. This exact combination is found in no
other cigarette.

Whenyou try themyou will know why Chesterfields give millions of men and women more
smoking pleasure . . . why T H E Y S A T IS F Y

